Recent studies of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) have led to new opportunities for manipulating light at deep sub-wavelength length scales[@b1][@b2][@b3][@b4]. SPPs are formed by coupling electromagnetic (EM) waves to the collective excitation of free carriers at the surface of a metal. Such surface-bound resonance modes have enabled various novel optical phenomena including: super-resolution optical imaging[@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9], nano-lithography[@b10][@b11][@b12], enhanced Raman scattering[@b13][@b14][@b15][@b16][@b17][@b18][@b19], and second harmonic generation[@b20][@b21].

Two distinguishing characteristics of SPPs are that for a given energy, the magnitude of the in-plane wavevector is usually larger than that of a light wave in free space, and the out-of-plane component of the wavevector is imaginary due to energy conservation. Consequently, the amplitude of SPPs decays exponentially with distance away from a sample surface like an evanescent wave. Quantitative analysis and mapping of SPPs would require high lateral spatial resolution and more importantly, the ability to detect non-propagating evanescent fields bound to a sample surface[@b22][@b23][@b24]. This can be achieved by placing a small scattering center within the near-field of a sample to transform the evanescent fields to the propagating waves that can be collected in the far-field. As an example, near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) is implemented by scanning a sub-wavelength metal or dielectric probe in the near-field of a sample. The probe-tip scatters the evanescent waves to the far-field, and the measured data carries information of the local optical properties of the sample[@b25][@b26][@b27][@b28]. Since the operation of NSOM relies on conversion of evanescent fields to propagating waves, it becomes critical to distinguish between the overlapping information in the propagating wave channel, which may result from specular and diffuse light reflections from the shaft of the probe-tip and from the sample surface. The amplitude of these background reflections is substantially larger than that of the evanescent waves, and the background contributes to measurement artifacts in near-field optical images. A potential method to overcome the strong background scattering effects in NSOM is to couple free-space light to the SPPs that spatially focus at the apex of a probe-tip. With this approach, the optical scattering cross-section of the probe-tip and sample interaction is enhanced in comparison to the background. By utilizing localized plasmonic resonance, the detection sensitivity and spatial resolution of apertureless NSOM using sharp metallic tips[@b29][@b30][@b31] or nano-particles[@b32] have been improved in comparison to conventional apertured NSOM. However, due to the limited absorption cross-section, only a small portion of free-space light can be localized in the near-field of the particle probe. A more energy efficient approach is based on coupling free-space light to the propagating SPPs, which allows for effective focusing of light at the apex of a probe-tip. Various schemes have been developed for plasmonic nanofocusing including prism couplers[@b33], diffraction gratings[@b34][@b35], circularly symmetric waveguides, or tapered structures that adiabatically convert propagating modes into localized SPPs at apex of structures such as cones[@b36][@b37] and wedges[@b38][@b39]. Recently, plasmonic focusing on a scanning tunneling microscopy probe was experimentally demonstrated with strong evidence of local field enhancement at the probe-tip[@b40][@b41][@b42][@b43][@b44]. This development paved the way for integration of nanofocusing devices with scanning probe microscopy techniques. Plasmonic nanolithography[@b35], which utilizes metallic structures can also benefit from optical field enhancement provided by adiabatic SPP focusing structures. In this case, propagating SPPs are favorable for energy transfer over long distances and localized SPPs can provide intense optical field confinement needed for material structuring or patterning. However, in practice, the presence of SPP propagation losses arising from conversion of electromagnetic energy to heat and scattering from surface roughness limits the strength of nanofocused SPPs. In the context of scanning probe microscopy, these propagation losses limit the intensity of the local evanescent waves coupled to the far-field as compared to the background. Consequently, in order to achieve background-free measurement of the local evanescent field, one may require the use of modulation techniques commonly used in scattering type NSOM[@b45].

In this work, we describe a new NSOM system that incorporates two key building blocks: 1) a hybrid plasmonic nanofocusing probe for adiabatically converting propagating SPPs into localized modes at apex of a metallic probe-tip to improve the coupling efficiency of evanescent to propagating waves[@b46], and 2) a modulation technique to suppress the background modes in the propagating wave channel. We demonstrate sub-wavelength background-free imaging of local plasmonic fields. Using basic analytical modeling, we quantify the relative strengths of SPPs coupled to a sample from the probe-tip, and background evanescent modes excited by diffraction of free-space light from metal discontinuities. We also explore the technique for analyzing complicated SPP interference patterns formed in a plasmonic cavity.

Results
=======

Experimental setup and methodology
----------------------------------

[Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows a schematic of the plasmonic nanofocusing probe. The probe uses design elements from a hybrid nanofocusing technique recently developed for high-speed nanolithography[@b47] and for near-field optical microscopy[@b34][@b43]. In the figure, long-range SPPs are excited by focusing far-field light onto a diffraction grating patterned on the shaft of a metallic probe. The SPPs propagate towards the probe-tip where they are localized resulting in a bright nanoscale optical source. In this work, a coherent *p*-polarized frequency doubled neodymium yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser with a wavelength of 532 nm is used as a free-space light source. The plasmonic nanofocusing probe is fabricated from a commercial silicon atomic force microscope (AFM) scanning probe. The *as-received* AFM probe has a nominal tip radius of 10 nm and is supported by a flexure mode silicon cantilever. The probe is coated with a 200 nm thick silver film and a one-dimensional SPP coupling grating is fabricated on its front facets by focused ion beam (FIB) milling. [Figure 1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the AFM probe and the coupling grating. The probe-tip radius after depositing the silver film is less than 30 nm. The first order diffraction of the grating provides the momentum needed to couple the incident light to SPPs, such that, *k~sp~* = *k~0~*sin*α* ± 2π/Δ, where *k*~0~ = 2π/*λ* is the wavenumber of the light source, *k~sp~* is the SPP wavenumber, *λ* = 532 nm is the wavelength of the illumination source, Δ is the grating period, and *α* = 15° is the angle between illumination wave vector and the normal line from the ridge on the AFM probe. There is another angle *φ* not illustrated in the figure, between the surface normal to the facets and normal line to the ridge. The coupling (or diffraction) efficiency of the illumination source to SPPs is proportional to cos*φ*, but does not depend on the spatial periodicity of the grating. The grating is designed for excitation of SPPs using direct optical illumination through air and Δ is equal to 669 nm. The insert in [Fig. 1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows a close up view of the probe-tip. The excited SPPs propagate along the tapered surface of the AFM probe and are focused at the probe-tip. [Figure 1(c)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows a cross-section image of a three-dimensional finite-difference time domain (FDTD) simulation of SPP focusing at the apex of a triangular silver probe having a tip radius of 20 nm. SPPs are launched on the facets of the probe and propagate to the probe-tip. The numerical result shows the electric field confinement at the tip apex, where the intensity of the local SPPs is enhanced by two orders of magnitude.

The plasmonic nanofocusing probe is incorporated into a homebuilt NSOM system shown schematically in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The setup uses a commercial AFM system (INNOVA™ AFM from Bruker) for scanning the probe-tip in close proximity to the sample. The cantilever probe is vibrated at its fundamental tapping mode resonance frequency *ω* of 330 kHz with an amplitude of \~20 nm, and the AFM system maintains the average separation distance between the probe and the sample surface using a closed-loop feedback system. The AFM cantilever vibration was confirmed using an optical interferometer. The illumination laser is focused on the AFM probe through a 10x microscope objective with a numerical aperture of 0.35. A portion of the light reflected from the AFM cantilever shaft and sample creates background propagating waves that are collected in the far-field. The background contributions are suppressed using modulation techniques[@b48][@b49]. The tapping motion of the AFM cantilever leads to the modulation of the collected light intensity. The optical scattering cross-section of the near-field probe has a nonlinear dependence on the separation distance between the probe-tip and the sample, particularly for distances comparable to the AFM tip radius *a* (*a* ≪ *λ*, where *λ* is the wavelength of the illumination source). As such, the intensity of the near-field is temporally modulated at the AFM tapping mode frequency *ω* and its higher harmonic frequencies *nω* (*n* = 2, 3, 4, etc.) by the motion of the probe-tip. In contrast, the background varies linearly over a short tip-sample separation distance that is much smaller than *λ*. The background is suppressed by demodulating the light intensity collected in the far-field at harmonics of *ω*, while the tip-sample distance changes between 0 and 40 nm, which is small as compared to the wavelength of the light[@b50]. In the experimental setup, the collected light is delivered to an avalanche photodetector (APD110A, THORLABS) with a 50 MHz bandwidth and the electrical output voltage from the detector is demodulated in a radio frequency (RF) lock-in amplifier (SR844, SRS). The lock-in amplifier is operated with a time constant of 1 ms and it uses an input reference obtained by sampling a portion of the oscillating electrical voltage that drives the AFM cantilever.

Modulation techniques-approach curves
-------------------------------------

[Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the amplitude of the collected light demodulated at *ω* and *2ω* as the oscillating plasmonic nanofocusing probe approaches the sample. In the measurement, the AFM feedback was turned off, and the distance between the probe-tip and sample was varied by moving the sample stage towards the probe-tip. The sample consists of a 200 nm thick polycrystalline silver film on a silicon substrate. The zero distance position in the figure corresponds to the point where the oscillation amplitude of the AFM cantilever is equal to the average probe tip-sample separation distance. The data demodulated at *ω* shows a moderate change over small distances, and exhibits cyclic variation over a distance that is close to half the wavelength of the incident light. The intensity modulation is due to interference of background propagating light scattering from the sides of the AFM cantilever and the sample surface. In contrast, the measured data at *2ω* exhibits a sharp decrease to the noise floor over a short distance, which resembles the exponential decaying characteristic of the evanescent fields surrounding the probe-tip. The sharp drop-off in the measured data within 6 nm in the inset of [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} results from destructive interference between the background and near-field light. This hypothesis is confirmed using an analytical model for dynamic approach curves expected in an apertureless NSOM experiment[@b51]. In the model the phase difference between the background and near-field is assumed to be 0° and 180° for the case of destructive and constructive interference between the two sources. The model fits the measured data for the case where the phase difference is 180°, and the near-field is 1.8 times larger than the background. The near-field decay length is estimated to be approximately 10 nm based on the model. The approach curves demonstrate that use of modulation techniques result in successful suppression of the background through demodulation of the collected light at 2*ω*.

Near-field optical imaging with p-NSOM
--------------------------------------

To explore the influence of optical field enhancement on the near-field-to-background intensity ratio, we performed experiments on near-field imaging of patterned vanadium structures on a quartz substrate using two different probes, a silver coated AFM probe without the SPP coupling gratings and the plasmonic nanofocusing probe. The vanadium film provides a suitable platform for pure near-field optical imaging since it does not support SPPs at the frequency of the illumination source. In the silver coated probe, localized SPPs can be excited near the apex of the silver tip. The plasmonic nanofocusing probe provides additional enhancement due to adiabatic focusing of the grating excited SPPs at the probe-tip. In the experiment, a part of the sample was imaged by demodulating the collected light at *ω* and 2*ω*. The thickness of the vanadium pattern is approximately 60 nm and the scan area on the sample is 10 μm × 10 μm. The power of free-space light illuminating the probe was limited to 0.5 mW in both experiments in order to prevent ablation of the metal film at the probe-tip due to heating caused by absorption of the tip localized SPPs. The measured optical images are compared to the sample topography in [figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. The upper portion of each of the optical images is demodulated at *ω*, and the lower portions are demodulated data at 2*ω*. The data in [Fig. 4(b)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} obtained at *ω* with the silver probe show fringes in the light intensity due to interference between far-field reflections from the sample and the AFM cantilever. The near-field optical images obtained with the plasmonic nanofocusing probe ([Fig. 4(d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) show significantly weaker fringes in the *ω* data, completely suppressed fringes in the 2*ω* data, and a larger intensity contrast between vanadium and the quartz substrate. Using the harmonic (2*ω*) images, [Figs. 4(b) & (d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} provide intensity contrasts of 1.9 and of 2.3, respectively. We calculated the ratio of the optical scattering cross-section of vanadium and quartz to be approximately 2.6 using the quasi-static dipole model[@b50], which is close to the measured intensity contrast in [Fig. 4(d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. Furthermore, comparing [Fig. 4(d) to (b)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, one can observe qualitatively that larger near-field intensities are obtained with the plasmonic nanofocusing probe due to stronger scattering of localized SPPs at probe-tip to the far-field by the vanadium film. Suppose one defines the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the 2*ω* images as a ratio of the mean intensity on the vanadium to the standard deviation, we obtain a SNR of 1.57 for [Fig. 4(b)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and 7.16 for [Fig. 4(d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. These numbers suggest that the plasmonic nanofocusing increases the near-field intensity compared to the background, which leads to high sensitivity to local optical properties.

Near-field optical imaging of local SPP modes
---------------------------------------------

Using the plasmonic nanofocusing probe, we mapped the amplitude of localized SPPs on a 300 nm thick silver film deposited on a fused silica substrate. The objective of this experiment is to demonstrate quantitative mapping of local evanescent fields on the sample. The sample consists of a straight slit that is 10 μm long and 200 nm wide, etched into the silver film by focused ion beam milling. The optical paths of all optical sources in the experiment are illustrated in [Figure 5(a)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. When the probe-tip is close to the slit, the incident light illuminates the sharp edge of the slit in the silver film and diffracts, leading to the excitation of SPPs on the sample. In addition, the localized SPPs at the tip of the nanofocusing probe couple to SPP modes at the air/silver interface. The illumination angle *θ* with respect to the sample surface is approximately 18°. [Figures 5(b) & (c)](#f5){ref-type="fig"} show the topography and near-field optical images obtained by scanning the sample and recording the intensity of the collected light at 2*ω*. The arrows in the NSOM images indicate the illumination direction. In the optical image of the straight slit, fringes with spatial wavelengths of approximately 5.25 μm and 253 nm are observed. The fringes are not due to interference of background reflections, but are produced by interference between the SPPs modes and the in-plane component of the incident light on the sample. Using a ray tracing based analytical model described in the Methods section, the relative intensity of the local interfering components are calculated and compared to the experimental data. To reduce the incoherent intensity noise in the measured data, line traces in [Fig. 5(c)](#f5){ref-type="fig"} are averaged respectively to yield a plot of the mean intensity as a function of the spatial coordinate *x*. The analytical model yields a best fit to the averaged data using the following free parameters, *E*~1~/*E*~0~ = 0.4 and *E*~2~/*E*~0~ = 18.0 in a least-square fitting algorithm. The parameters *E*~1~/*E*~0~, *E*~2~/*E*~0~ represent the relative amplitudes of the slit-edge excited SPPs and the probe-tip excited SPPs being normalized by that of the incident light. The fitted results suggest that the intensity of the SPPs excited by the probe-tip is larger than the slit-edge due to the combination of higher coupling efficiency provided by the grating and adiabatic nanofocusing of SPPs at the probe-tip. The analytical model is in good agreement with the experimental data and the expected intensity oscillations are clearly observed. Using the model, we confirmed that these oscillations are due to interference between, (1) the slit-edge excited SPPs and the projection of the incident light in the forward direction (or positive *x* direction), which leads to slow intensity oscillations with a spatial period of 2π/(*k~sp,x~* − *k~0~cosθ*) = 5.25 μm, with *k~sp,x~* and *k~0~* being the wavenumbers of the in-plane SPPs on the metal film and the incident light, (2) the phase retarded probe-tip excited SPPs and the incident light, producing fast oscillations with a period of π/*k~sp,x~* = 253 nm, and (3) the slit-edge excited SPPs and the phase retarded probe-tip excited SPPs, producing fast oscillations with a period of 2π/(3*k~sp,x~* − *k~0~cosθ*) = 241 nm. The intensity of the fast oscillations decreases with distance from the slit-edge due to a combination of geometric attenuation and intrinsic damping of the SPP mode. Since the propagation length of the SPPs is at the frequency of the light source ( is the imaginary part of *k~sp,x~*), which is much longer than the observed decay length in the data, it is reasonable to conclude that the amplitude decay is dominated by geometric attenuation. It is noteworthy to mention that the intensity oscillations ride over a large DC intensity level that effectively reduces the modulation depth. The DC intensity is not due to the background scattering, but results from the interference terms detailed by [Eqn. 3](#m3){ref-type="disp-formula"} in the Methods section.

Using the normalized field amplitude obtained from the experiment, we further explored the plasmonic probe for quantitative imaging of localized polariton modes within an SPP cavity in the silver film. In the experiment, the nanofocusing probe couples SPPs to a circular ring with a diameter of 5 μm. [Figure 6(a)](#f6){ref-type="fig"} shows the topography of the ring and the corresponding near-field image demodulated at 2*ω* is shown in [Figure 6(b)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. A more complicated fringe pattern is observed in the measured data as compared to the straight slit due to the geometry of the ring. A related interference structure was observed using surface phonon polaritons at infrared frequencies by Huber *et al.*[@b48][@b49]. In order to interpret the sources of the fringes using the analytical model, we calculated the fringe pattern resulting from interference between, (1) the in-plane projection of the incident light, (2) the probe-tip excited SPPs coupled to the sample surface, and (3) the slit-edge excited SPPs inside and around the ring. These results are plotted in [Figs. 6(c--e)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. For these calculations, the slit-edge excited SPPs are modeled by a distribution of point dipoles around the circumference of the ring, and the field amplitude ratios of different sources obtained from the fitting parameters in the slit experiment are assumed. In [Fig. 6(c)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, fringes generated by interference between slit-edge excited SPPs and the projection of the illumination source are observed in and around the ring. The arrow in the near-field image indicates the illumination direction. The wavelength of the fringes resulting from interference between the forward propagating ring-edge excited SPPs and the illumination source is 2π/(*k~sp,x~* − *k~0~cosθ*) = 5.25 μm, which is seen as the low spatial frequency fringes inside and around the upper portion of the ring. In addition, fringes resulting from interference between the backward propagating ring-edge excited SPPs and the illumination source, having a period of 2π/(*k~sp,x~* + *k~0~cosθ*) = 265 nm, are observed around the lower portion of the ring in [Fig. 6(c)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. In [Fig. 6(d)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, the probe-tip excited SPPs inside the ring coupling to the silver surface propagate outwards with circular wavefronts, reflect from the edges, and focus at the center location, producing a pattern of concentric interference fringes with respect to the center of the ring. The period of the interference fringes is π/*k~sp,x~* = 253 nm. [Figure 6(e)](#f6){ref-type="fig"} shows a combination of these wave interference patterns, which are seen to be in good agreement with the measured data. These experiments clearly demonstrate the potential of the plasmonic near-field optical microscopy system for quantitative imaging of decaying evanescent fields in optically excited structures.

Discussion
==========

In conclusion, we have explored adiabatic nanofocusing for localizing SPPs at the apex of a scanning probe. We showed that the approach enhances the intensity of the SPPs and produces a bright near-field optical source, and background reflections from the sample and probe cantilever while still present are diminished in comparison to the localized SPPs. The background are eliminated using traditional modulation techniques. We demonstrated that the probe serves as a local near-field optical source and detector for quantitative analysis of the rapidly decaying SPP fields on a sample. The p-NSOM system has several advantages including the ease of probe manufacturing and small optical interaction volume compared with aperture type NSOM, which can lead to improved imaging contrast and spatial resolution in optical microscopy. In the future, combining interferometric techniques with the NSOM detection would enable simultaneous measurement of the amplitude and phase of evanescent optical waves. The strong coupling of localized SPPs from the nanofocusing probe to the sample observed in the measured data may hold great potential for local control of optical and opto-thermal stimulated processes in nanoscale structures.

Methods
=======

Experimental details
--------------------

The plasmonic nanofocusing probe was fabricated from a commercially available AFM probe (VIT_P, NT-MDT). The probe geometry allows easy access for direct coupling of far-field light to propagating SPPs through the diffraction grating, and a large collection numerical aperture for far-field detection.

Analytical details
------------------

In order to analyze the measured intensity data quantitatively, we model the total electric field at a given position (*x*, *z*) of the probe as, where the subscripts *i*, *sp_edge*, and *sp_probe* stand for the projection of the illumination source in the forward propagation direction, the slit-edge excited SPPs, and the probe-tip excited SPPs respectively. [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows the ray paths of these sources, and their complex electric field amplitudes are described by, In [Eqn. (2)](#m2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, *E*~0~, *E*~1~ and *E*~2~ are real valued constants, *k~0~* is the wave vector of the illumination, *θ* is the illumination angle with respect to the sample surface, *k~sp~* is the SPP wavenumber with components along the *x* and *z* directions labeled as *k~sp,x~* and *k~sp,z~*, *r* is the SPP reflection coefficient for the slit-edge, *ϕ~0~* is the phase of the slit-edge excited SPPs, and *d~probe~* is the effective scattering cross-section of the probe-tip. *E~sp_probe~* contains a phase term −2*k~sp,x~x* due to wave reflection from the slit-edge. [Equation (2)](#m2){ref-type="disp-formula"} is strictly valid for positive values of *x* with the origin of the coordinate system positioned at the edge of the slit. It is assumed that the incident light field and the slit-edge excited SPPs can be approximated as plane waves. The radiated SPPs from local asperities on the sample are assumed to be negligible. The SPP wave vector component *k~sp,x~* is obtained from the dispersion relation[@b52], , where *ω*~0~ and *c* are the light frequency and phase velocity, *ε~d~* and *ε~m~* are the electric permittivities of the dielectric (air) and the metal film obtained from the literature[@b53]. The amplitude of the near-field scattered by the probe-tip was approximated by *E~nf~* (*x,z*) ≈ *α~eff~E~p~*(*x*,*z*)[@b54], where *α~eff~* is the near-field coupling factor between the probe-tip and the sample, otherwise called the effective polarizability. Thus, the total near-field intensity collected in the far-field is given by . Using the expressions for the complex electric amplitudes stated by [Eqns. (1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and (2), *I~nf~* is given by,
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![(a) Schematic illustration of the working principle of the hybrid nanofocusing of SPPs and detection of weak optical near-field. (b) Top-view of the hybrid nanofocusing probe obtained with a scanning electron microscope. Scale bar in figure is 5 μm. Insert in figure shows the probe-tip. Scale bar in insert is 500 nm. (c) FDTD numerical simulation of adiabatic nanofocusing shows local electric field intensity distribution. Scale bar is 50 nm.](srep02803-f1){#f1}

![Schematic of the experimental setup.](srep02803-f2){#f2}

![Approach curves for the plasmonic nanofocusing probe demodulated at *ω* and 2*ω* showing the measured optical intensity as the probe approaches the sample.\
The inset shows the sharp drop-off of optical intensity demodulated at 2*ω* and its analytical fitting.](srep02803-f3){#f3}

![Near-field optical images of patterned vanadium structures on a quartz substrate.\
Images show (a) topography and (b) near-field images obtained using a silver coated silicon probe without the SPP coupling gratings, and (c) topography and (d) near-field images obtained with the plasmonic nanofocusing probe. The upper parts of (b) and (d) are demodulated at *ω*, and the lower parts of the figures are demodulated at 2*ω*.](srep02803-f4){#f4}

![(a) Excitation of SPPs on a silver film using the combination of a fabricated slit and localized SPPs at the probe-tip. The illumination angle *θ* = 18°. Images of a straight slit on a silver film showing (b) the AFM topography, and (c) near-field optical image recorded at 2*ω*. The average line trace of the near-field intensity in (c) is compared to an analytical model in (d).](srep02803-f5){#f5}

![Images of a circular plasmonic cavity on a silver film surface showing (a) the measured AFM topography, and (b) near-field optical image demodulated at 2*ω*. Numerical results of the interference pattern formed between, (c) the illumination source and the slit-edge excited SPPs, (d) the reflected probe-tip excited SPPs, and (e) the combination of the illumination and all SPP sources. Scale bar in figure is 1 μm.](srep02803-f6){#f6}
